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This article follows the lead of several researchers who claim there is an urgent need 
to utilise insights from the arts, aesthetics and the humanities to expand our 
understanding of leadership. It endeavours to do this by exploring the metaphor of 
dance. It begins by critiquing current policy metaphors used in the leadership 
literature that present a narrow and functional view of leadership. It presents and 
discusses a conceptual model of leadership as dance that incorporates key dimensions 
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Leadership as dance: A consideration of the applicability of the ‘mother’ of all arts as the 
basis for establishing connoisseurship 
 
 
Lisa Catherine Ehrich & Fenwick W. English. 
 
Abstract 
This article follows the lead of several researchers who claim there is an urgent need to utilise 
insights from the arts, aesthetics and the humanities to expand our understanding of leadership. It  
endeavours to do this by exploring the metaphor of dance. It begins by critiquing current policy 
metaphors used in the leadership literature that present a narrow and functional view of 
leadership. It presents and discusses a conceptual model of leadership as dance that incorporates 
key dimensions such as context, dance, and music, and includes Polyani’s concept of 
connoisseurship.  The article identifies some of the tensions that are inherent in both notions of 
dance and leadership. The final part of the article discusses the implications the model raises for 
broadening our understanding of leadership and school leadership preparation programmes. 
Three core implications raised here are (i) making space for alternative metaphors in leadership 
preparation programmes; (ii) providing opportunities to students of leadership to understand 
through alternative learning approaches; and (iii) providing opportunities for engagement in 
alternative research agendas.  
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Is leadership a form of dance? A consideration of the applicability of the ‘mother’ of all 
arts as the basis for establishing connoisseurship 
 
There is an intimate interconnectivity between policy guidelines defining reform and the 
delineation of what research methods would be subsequently applied to determine reform 
success. Research is guided as much by the metaphors describing it as by the ensuing empirical 
definition of actions or results obtained from it. In a call for different reform policy metaphors 
Lumby and English (2010: 127) note, ‘The primary responsibility for the parlous state of 
education … lies with the policy makers that have racked our schools with reductive and 
dehumanizing processes, following the metaphors of market efficiency, and leadership models 
based on accounting and the characteristics of machine bureaucracy’. 
This article presents a brief analysis of current popular policy metaphors regarding 
leadership practice as embodied in national and state standards for leadership in the US and 
proposes an alternative policy and practice perspective.  The alternative perspective uses the 
metaphor of leadership as dance. Here we follow the lead of several researchers (see Hatch, 
Kostera and Kozminski 2005, Samier and Bates 2006, Hansen, Ropo and Sauer 2007, English 
2008a, b) who say there is an urgent need to utilise insights from the arts, aesthetics and the 
humanities to expand our understanding of what is meant by leadership. Goodman and Elgin 
(1988 in Norton-Smith 2010: 36) put it thus ‘the arts must be taken no less seriously than the 
sciences as modes of discovery, creation, and enlargement of knowledge in the broad sense of 
advancement of the understanding’.  
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The article begins by discussing the power and use of metaphorical analysis in leadership 
studies. It moves on to critique current policy metaphors used in the leadership literature that 
present a very narrow and functional view of leadership.  The second part of the paper defines 
dance, followed by a brief overview of recent work that has explored the metaphor of leadership 
as dance. A core contribution of the paper is the presentation and discussion of a conceptual 
model of leadership as dance. The final part of the paper utilises insights from the model to 
develop connections with leadership; and then discusses the implications the model raises for 
leadership and school leadership development and preparation programmes.  
Metaphorical Analysis 
Metaphors have been described as a ‘way of seeing a thing as if it were something else’ 
(Putnam et al. in Virtanun 2007: 2) and enable connections to be made between one familiar 
concept and another familiar concept, thus leading to new insights. Scheffler (1978: 47) notes 
that ‘Metaphorical statements often express significant and surprising truths, unlike stipulations 
which express no truths at all, and unlike descriptive definitions, which normally fail to surprise’  
Over the centuries, metaphors have been used in everyday language and thought (Lakoff 
and Johnson 2003) and have provided insights into complex phenomena. As Jensen (2007: 2) 
says, ‘[m]etaphors have filled our language, literature, and art with erudite descriptions of 
society ... [and] entered the very soul of our consciousness’.  As an important tool of language, 
metaphors have the power to reveal meaning or to manipulate it (Lumby and English 2010).   
MacCormac (1988: 127) indicates that while ‘Metaphors appear as linguistic devices in 
surface language, the intentional ability to produce a semantic anomaly that suggests a new 
meaning originates in a cognitive process’. MacCormac differentiates between three levels in the 
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use of metaphor: ‘(1) a surface level in which metaphors appear in linguistic form, (2) a deeper 
level of linguistic explanation, and (3) the deepest level of cognitive activity’ (p. 127). It is not 
within the scope of this article to explore the complex mental processing involved with all levels 
of metaphorical activity and linguistic usage. We do differentiate between metaphor and analogy, 
something that Scheffler (1978) has probed in some depth in his work The Language of 
Education. In this article we span levels one and two because we proffer that metaphors not only 
refer to objects and experiences in the physical world, but that ‘metaphors refer to themselves as 
signs, their iconic function’ (Ricoeur in MacCormac, 1988: 193) and in this type of reference 
how they function as icons. 
Metaphors, however, are an unusual type of icon and symbol in that they 
juxtapose normally unassociated referents and suggest new hypotheses about the 
physical world in their communicative functions  as well as the nature of the 
fictional world presupposed often in their literary functions as icons (MacCormac, 
1988:193). 
It is at this second level that metaphors deeply involve their usage in specific cultures 
which imbue specific symbols and signs with multiple meanings. This is a particular apt 
level to consider an association of dance to leadership. 
Metaphors are not a new device used in organisation studies or leadership. For example, 
Morgan (1998) drew upon a range of metaphors to interpret the nature of organisations.  Beck 
and Murphy (1993) identified metaphorical themes to explain the roles played by school 
principals in the US from 1920 to the 1990s, describing principals in a variety of ways such as 
‘spiritual leaders’,  ‘social architects’ and ‘servants’. Seven metaphors of educational leadership 
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put forward by Lumby and English (2010) are leadership as:  machine, accounting, war, sport, 
theatre, religion, and lunacy.  The authors argue that each of these seven metaphors has been 
used in the policy discourse to reveal different dimensions of leadership.   
To explore the extent to which these metaphors are pervasive in the educational 
leadership literature, Buckner (2011) utilised critical discourse analysis to deconstruct the North 
Carolina Standards for School Executives.  To undertake the analysis he coded words and 
phrases in the document according to Lumby and English’s (2010) seven metaphors.  While he 
found that there were examples of each of the seven metaphors across the standards, he 
concluded that the three most frequently cited metaphors were ‘leadership as machine’, 
‘leadership as accounting’ and ‘leadership as lunacy’ (Buckner 2011).    
In The Art of Educational  Leadership, English (2008b: 191) critiques the National 
Standards for School Leaders (known as the ISLLC-ELCC standards) and comes to similar 
conclusions about the narrowness of the standards with their focus on ‘marketing efficiency 
metaphors’, ‘accountability and assessment strategies’ and ‘standardization’.  Moreover, he 
(2008b: 191) states that the standards are ‘not reflective of the actual practice of educational 
leadership  ... [or] artful performance’.  A concern raised by Buckner (2011), Lumby and English 
(2010) and English (2008b) is that instrumental metaphors pervasive in the US Standards 
documents have become an unquestionable part of the landscape of leadership. At best, this 
landscape can be described as bleak.  At worst the Standards ‘reproduce the status quo, inequities, 
achievement gaps, and all’ (English 2012: 170). The next part of the article considers what is 
meant by dance before considering dance as an alternative leadership metaphor.   
A definition of dance 
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Dance is not only one of the oldest art forms but has been described as the ‘mother’ of all 
the other arts. Martha Graham, famed modern American dancer and choreographer, remarked 
that dancers were the ‘acrobats of God’, because they occupied a fundamental spiritual role that 
is found in nearly every civilization on the planet (Highwater 1990: 204).Culture itself is a 
compilation of social structures, contextual values, a cosmology and the prevalent knowledge of 
a period where human experience is transmitted and interpreted. When there are related actions 
which are connected to such structures these are examples of rituals  and these transcend the 
corporate politic through the physical human body as a symbolic medium. Highwater (1990: 201) 
simply says that ‘Ritual is mind transformed into body’. Foucault (1990) has dealt with this 
transformation rather extensively in his concept of ‘bio-power’ which will be explored later in 
this article (Marshall1991:22). 
 Since the beginning of civilization, human beings have used different styles of dance as a 
social, ritual and cultural practice. As a language of the body, dance has always been a powerful 
way of communicating.  The religious and historical prohibitions against the suggestive power of 
dance are testimony to its overwhelming link to fundamental human urges, motives and 
spirituality, from early strictures against the waltz as vulgar to such Hollywood films as ‘Dirty 
Dancing’ and ‘Footloose’. The connection of dance to human spirituality is especially prescient 
for as Highwater (1990: 205) observes, ‘For ritual dancers, the body is the spiritual body - an 
organism in which motion makes visible the sacred forms of life itself. Our bodies live through 
motion. And thus motion is one of the most important and pervasive means by which we can 
celebrate living’.  
The vocabulary of dance includes movement, energy, rhythm, coordination, steps, flow, 
improvisations as well as discipline, dedication and passion.   It works within various constraints 
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such as space, time and music.  Dance is also a useful overarching metaphor to understand the 
dynamic patterns of relationships that exist between people within a socio-cultural milieu. From 
an anthropological point of view, defining dance has been described as problematic because of 
the tendency of writers to use western classifications of movements that are not easily translated 
across cultures or languages (Farnell 2004).  Williams (2004) endeavours to address this 
limitation by using the broader term, ‘human movement’ of which dance and other activities (i.e. 
sacred rituals, ceremonies, martial arts and performance activities) are examples. Hanna’s (1999: 
11) definition comes close to our view of dance since it is inclusive of culture and context and 
encapsulates core concepts, such as behaviour, movement, aesthetics, and symbolism: 
Dance is human behaviour composed (from the dancer’s perspective, which is usually 
shared by the audience members of the dancer’s culture) of purposeful (individual choice 
and social learning play a role), intentionally rhythmical, and culturally influenced 
sequences of nonverbal body movements mostly other than those performed in ordinary 
motor activities.  The motion (in time, space, and with effort) has an inherent and 
aesthetic value (the notion of appropriateness and competency as viewed by the dance’s 
culture) and symbolic potential (Hanna 1999: 11).  
To this definition, we would add three more elements: language, performance and power. 
While language is not explicit within Hanna’s definition, it is implicit since movement is a type 
of body language and language and culture are closely connected.  Like speaking, body language 
has its own grammar, rules, and can be notated.  The second element, performance, refers to the 
practical enactment of the dance ‘as the centerpiece of the exchange and mutual co-dependencies 
involved between [dancers] ... and audiences’ (English 2008b: 134).  The third element, power, 
is inherent in language and reveals relationships between and among different players. 
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Broaching an Antinomy: A brief overview of work using dance as a metaphor for 
leadership 
At first blush to discuss dance and leadership is to propose a blatant antinomy. As 
Barlosky (1994: 1) has commented: 
We seldom place artists and administrators in the same category. There seems 
something inherently antithetical in the two activities. One is thought to be 
concerned with the liberating process of self expression, while the other is thought 
to be preoccupied with agendas of control and predictability.  
However, a small number of writers (see Denhardt and Denhardt 2006, Duignan 1997, 
Ropo and Sauer 2008) have used the metaphor of dance to illuminate leadership. For instance, 
Duignan (1997: 35) uses the metaphor of dance as a way of thinking about authentic leadership 
in schools. He underscores the ‘dance of relationships’ and the centrality of ethics and 
relationships in leadership understandings and processes.  In their work that explores the dance 
of leadership within business, government and society, Denhardt and Denhardt (2006) argue that 
much of leadership defies scientific explanation and, for this reason, they critique mainstream 
approaches and focus their discussion on aspects of leadership that have been under-researched.  
These aspects include aesthetics, emotions, subtlety and the ambiguity of leadership. From the 
creative arts they borrow notions such as imagery, symbolism in communication, the role of 
creativity and improvisation, and the rhythms of human interactions.  Ropo and Sauer (2008) use 
the dance metaphors of the waltz and the post-modern dance experience of ‘raves’ to illustrate 
that leadership is aesthetically co-constructed between leaders and followers.   
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Although Lingard et al. (2008) do not use explicitly the metaphor of dance when they 
describe the practices of school principals in Australia, their descriptions highlight the 
micropolitical nature of the principals’ relationships with different dance partners as they move 
across a number of fields when they say:  
They [principals] … negotiate the boundaries of schools in relation to other fields (for 
example, education departments, business organizations, parents and community 
groups) ... Schools are places of internal contestation and struggles of all sorts... The 
specific forms and resolutions of these struggles form the contours of the field for each 
particular school ...  Dealing with conflict and working with contestation is part of the 
principal's responsibility. All of these activities involve values and power, and are 
inherently moral and ethical (p.86). 
In this paper we aim to build upon the work done on leadership as dance by proposing a 
conceptual model that brings together a number of ideas drawn from anthropology, aesthetics, 
dance studies and educational leadership theory, to explain its metaphorical significance.  
Insert Figure 1 here 
The model comprises four key components and these are: the context, the music, the dance, and 
the dancers.  An important assumption underpinning the model is that the component parts are 
dynamic, inter-related and interactional since each component is connected to and influenced by 
other components.   
 
Contrasting and Positioning Dance within Foucault’s Concept of Bio-Power 
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 Before we discuss the individual aspects of the model, we have to position it within larger 
socio-historical contexts. Perhaps the most incisive is Michael Foucault’s (1990: 140) notion of  
‘bio-power’  Foucault’s (1994: 326) objective  was ‘to create a history of the different modes by 
which, in our culture, human beings are made subjects’. The fundamental loss of human freedom  
and the possibility of modern management begins with historical forces which are now 
everywhere and nearly ubiquitous  in which the human body has been subjected to forms of 
political and physical domination. This domination has been sanctioned by and objectified so 
that it is disguised and humans living within it are now shaped by it and conform to it. 
The individual body becomes an element that may be placed, moved, articulated 
on others. Its bravery or its strength are no longer the principal variables that 
define it; but the place it occupies, the interval it covers, the regularity, the good 
order according to which it operates its movement (Foucault 1979: 164). 
It took several centuries for this transformation to occur, roughly from the seventeenth to 
the early nineteenth centuries. The school was an essential element of it. 
The school became a machine for learning, in which each pupil, each level and 
each moment, if correctly combined, were permanently utilized in the general 
process of teaching…this carefully measured combination of forces requires a 
precise system of command. All the activity of the disciplined individual must be 
punctuated and sustained by injunctions whose efficacity rests on brevity and and 
clarity; the order dodes not need to be explained or formulated; it must trigger off 
the required behavior and that is enough (Foucault 1979: 165-166). 
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This two hundred year transformation of control over the human body created, according 
to Foucault an individuality that consists of four dimensions. The first is an individuality 
which is essentially cellular and consists of spatial distribution. The second is organic  
when human activities become coded. It becomes genetic via an accumulation of time 
and a perpetuation of surveillance ‘that allows for judgment, evaluation, and ranking that 
create distinctions and individualize those being observed’ (Shumway 1992: 128) and 
finally it is combinatory by its composition of forces (Foucault 1979: 167).  The result is 
a system of discipline centered on normalizing judgment. Disciplinary systems, as 
embodied in factories, the army, schools, ‘always measures the subject against a norm or 
average, it continually creates ranks. Those who are judged to be significantly better than 
the norm are rewarded by the judgment itself’  (Shumway 1992: 128). 
 Bourdieu (1984: 191), a French sociologist, took up Foucault’s notion when he 
observed: 
Thus one can begin to map out a universe of class bodies, which (biological 
accidents apart) tends to reproduce in its specific logic the universe of the social 
structure. It is no accident that bodily properties are perceived through social 
systems of classification which are not independent of the distribution of these 
properties among the social classes.  
Every person’s image of his/her own body is perceived through his/her ‘bodily hexis, is 
thus obtained by applying a social system of classification based on the same principle as 
the social products to which it is applied’ (Bourdieu 1984: 193). 
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 Management, including educational applications, ‘provides a paradigm case of a 
disciplinary technology, a form of bio-power, which employs scientific  categories and 
explicit calculations to objectify the body—the worker—and to render individuals docile 
and pliable’ (Ball1991: 7). 
 We proffer that by employing the metaphor of dance to management, and 
specifically to leadership, that we restore to leadership its fundamental connection to 
spirituality and that by doing so we create a counter hegemonic force that is emancipatory 
and essentially radical, meaning, going back to its roots embraced in the full range of the 
humanities and the arts. Dance becomes the pivotal point which by liberating the body 
restores the individual to the focus of education. It moves schooling from a means to the 
purposes of the nation state within a world order dominated by the imposition of military 
and economic might, to schooling embracing an education that is simply good for the 
human being to become more fully human and humane. It is a rejection of the 
instrumentality and the materialism produced by the exclusivity of science over all other 
forms of thought including the preparation of educational leaders. 
The Model 
Context 
In our model, context can be understood as functioning on three levels (Lawrence-
Lightfoot and Hoffman-Davis 1997: 32). The first level is the historical. The second is the 
personal and the last is the internal. The historical 
refers to the wider social, political and cultural milieux in which the dance takes place. It 
shapes and is shaped by the dance. It can also refer to the style or idiom of the dance such as 
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ballroom dancing or a war dance performed by Sioux Indian male dancers. Culture is a key part 
of the context of dance as it refers to values, beliefs and rules shared and learned by those who 
dance. As Hanna (1999) says, culture determines who dances, how they dance, why they dance, 
and with whom they dance. Moreover, context refers to time, place and performance. Dance as a 
performance takes place at a particular time in history, in a particular place (country and specific 
venue). Because it is a reflection of the culture and has ‘an intimate relationship to the society 
that bears it’ (Kant 2003: xi), it cannot be separated from human beliefs, values or intentions, nor 
can it be interpreted fully outside of its cultural context (Williams 2004).   In other words, human 
actions can only be understood within their wider context where the meanings and intentions are 
known.  While dance does not follow a universal language because it reflects a particular culture 
that has its own vocabulary and symbolism, ‘the body is a universal instrument that every human 
can relate to’ (Phillips-Fein 2007: 420).  
The personal level of context is represented by repertoire of the dancer and how skilled 
and artful a dancer performs within the medium of the dance.  Closely related is the internal 
context which is the dancer’s background and motivation to perform. A dancer the authors 
interviewed in Australia described the utter joy of self-expression when she was on stage and 
indicated that everyone had a story and that this fascination revealed the inner feelings that 
influenced her life. She said her dancing was about finding beauty in things because there was so 
much darkness in the world. 
Context is about determining the aesthetic space in which the dance is visualized, defined, 
interpreted, and performed. And as can be seen, context is dynamic and not static. Dancers are 
not only shaped by the dance but in turn give shape to it. We might add here that leadership is 
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much the same, that is, leaders are shaped by their contexts, but in turn give shape to those 
contexts. 
Music  
Music refers to the score that complements the story or narrative told through the dance. 
It can be as simple as a drum beat or as complex as an orchestral score.  For example, dancers 
performing the classical ballet, Swan Lake, do so to Tchaikovsky’s 19th century musical score so 
that music complements the dance. Bull (2003) refers to traditional dancing in the West African 
country of Ghana where dances are not separated from musical structures such as drumming 
patterns. Indeed, dancers are taught to ‘say the drums in [their] ... mouth’ (Bull 2003: 279) so 
that they will know and understand the rhythms. Another example to illustrate this point is to 
consider the waltz. To waltz is to do so in time with music that has three beats to a bar (or 3 / 4 
tempo).  Music can constrain or liberate the dance since it provides a structure in which the 
dance is set.  Music and dance take place in a give time and space (Barenboim 2009). Music, like 
dance, is purposeful. It is ‘sound with thought’ (Barenboim 2009:16).  Music provides the tempo 
and sets the tone and rhythm which then provides structure and direction for the dance. Even if a 
person were to dance with no accompanying music, it is argued that the dance would be directed 
by a person’s inner rhythm and sense of tempo.  
Dance  
Dance is the act and art of dancing. As a human action, it utilises body language and 
various movements to represent knowledge, feelings, ideas and beliefs reflective of the broader 
culture and context in which the dance has emerged. As a language it has its own vocabulary 
(steps, gestures, physical movements) and grammar or rules that enable the vocabulary to be 
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brought together in a meaningful way (Hanna 1999).  Dance, like any other language, requires 
dancers to be technically proficient, learning various sequences of steps and movements, thus 
following the rules and structures of the language (derived from the context) that govern the 
dance.  However, dance is not only about technique and skill. Dancing embodies ‘emotional and 
kinesthetic’ knowledge (Bull 2003: 282). It requires conceptualization and memory the same as 
verbal language (Hanna 1999).  It brings together the mind, the senses, feelings, and skills of the 
dancer. 
The notion of roles refers to the part that the dancer plays in the performance. While the 
role is often prescribed by the context, the gender position of the dancers, and constrained or 
facilitated by the music, the dancer brings to the role his or her skills, knowledge, emotions, 
agency and artistry.  Once the dance is done, it is gone forever. Although Barenboim (2009: 116) 
was referring to music, his quote applies equally to the transitory quality of dance as 
performance when he says, ‘[e]very time one performs a work again, one must do so with the 
freshness of a first encounter and the intensity of a last one’. 
Dancers (Choreographers)   
Whether or not the dance is done with others or alone with music, it requires the dancer 
to express her/himself in relation to the music and/or other dancers. The choreographer uses the 
instruments (i.e. bodies of dancers) to compose the dance (Clarke and Vaughan 1977). As 
dancers themselves, choreographers work within various structures such as the context and the 
music, cognizant of the language and the rules and interact with the dancers.  They work in 
partnership with a variety of others in pursuit of the dance and at the same time consider the 
needs of the audience. Choreographers have also been described as those people who bring much 
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of themselves to the work and what can be seen in the work ‘is what he [sic] she asks from life 
and from art’ (Sokolow 1966: 30). 
Choreographers follow or create a narrative; at times giving explicit directions and other 
times encouraging dancers to improvise and create meaningful routines.  For example, in the 
world of classical ballet, the famous choreographer Balanchine was known for dominating his 
dancers while Ashton (another famous choreographer) was recognised by his peers as providing 
space and freedom for dancers to contribute to the creation of the dance (Clarke and Vaughan 
1977). In summary, we would add that dance, performed by dancers to music within a specific 
culture and context whether it is classical dance or traditional Indigenous dance has a strong 
aesthetic dimension since it ‘communicates in paralogical ways, giving meaning through 
expression other than the logical, such as emotional’ (Hansen et al. 2007: 546).   
When the model is fully integrated it becomes an aesthetic whole by balancing all of the 
respective elements together. This balance represents a kind of order, the arranging of them in 
such a way as to achieve what can be called compositional unity. Such unity is achieved when it 
seems that ‘no change seems possible, and the whole assumes the character of “necessity” in all 
its parts’ (Arnheim 1966: 76). 
Connoisseurship: Connecting the Worlds of Dance and Leadership 
In this section of the  articlewe begin to unravel the core components of the model by 
exploring the metaphorical connections between dance and educational leadership.  
Scheffler (1978: 48) indicates that within a metaphorical statement ‘…there is an 
important analogy between two things, without saying explicitly in what the analogy consists’.  
Rather Scheffler (1978: 48) insists that the implicit analogy buried within a metaphor is ‘rather in 
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the nature of an invitation to search for one, and is in part judged by how well such a search is 
rewarded’.  
We propose that leadership like dance is made up what the scientist, economist and 
philosopher Michael Polanyi (1967) called certain ‘ineffable’ processes and understandings that 
are always more than mere knowledge. He proposed the concept of connoisseurship which was 
centered on ‘aesthetic recognition’ (Prosch, 1986: 85) and which made up tacit knowledge which 
involved the functional, the phenomenal and the semantic. Tacit knowledge was framed on the 
notion that ‘we can know more than we can tell’ (Polyani 1967: 4). 
Polyani (1967) indicated that tacit knowing consists of two kinds of things. The first 
involves understanding the first thing or term by being aware of attending to a second term or 
thing. The bridge between the first thing and the second is the dimension of sometimes 
unexplainable or tacit knowing or ‘in other words, the meaning of our concept is that upon which 
it bears, which is always expected to be something other and more than our concept’ (Polyani, 
1969: 172).  
Connoisseurship moves beyond rules and judgments based solely on logic to come to an 
understanding that any true meaning ‘rests upon many indeterminant, subsidiary elements in 
which we simply dwell’ (Prosch, 1986: 216). 
Learning the language of dance is like learning the language of leadership; 
it implies not only an understanding of the rules and for the dancers / leaders being 
technical proficient but also requires the demonstration of artistry and emotional and 
kinesthetic knowledge, i.e., connoisseurship. Demonstration of artistry involves leaders 
using not only their heads (or cognitive knowledge) but also their hearts, hands and 
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bodies (or kinesthetic knowledge) in working with and alongside others (Palus 2002). 
Kinesthetic knowledge is important because it acknowledges that leadership is a type of 
bodily performance (Sinclair 2005) where leaders experience the world in and through 
their bodies (Ropo and  Parviainen 2001).  This is more than merely an awareness of 
body language; it refers to leaders’ sensitivity to movement and space, and to their 
presence and others’ presence in the world (Ropo and Parviainen 2001).  Sinclair (2005: 
403) adds that leadership as bodily practice also has the advantage of helping leaders to 
‘foster a capacity to read, register and feel compassion’ [for others] (p.403) as well as 
providing a ‘capacity for openness and learning’ (p.404).  The challenge for leaders, then, 
is ‘shifting between different modes of attention’ (Palus 2002:12) by not being stuck in a 
rational mode when making decisions but calling upon other modes of perception such as 
intuition, emotions and kinesthetic understandings. 
  
The dance and music work together to create the score or story that forms the content or 
purpose of the human action. This score or story is a reflection of the context and the interplay 
between the dance, music and dancers.   Leaders are those people who connect ‘powerfully told 
narratives with actions, artfully delivered in the public arena’ (English 2008b: 94). Just as 
aesthetics is a dimension of dance (Williams 2004) so too is it a dimension of leadership because 
leadership focuses on human beings who are involved in ‘relational social processes of 
influence’ (Ropo et al. 2002: 30).  
Leadership is a reciprocal and relational process that can be understood in patterns of 
relationships between and among people (Lambert 2005) or in ‘rhythms of human interaction’ 
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(Denhardt and Denhardt 2006: 46).  However, leadership like dance depends not only on 
interactions but also individual agency. While dancers and leaders are required to communicate 
with others and be responsive to others, they need to understand themselves as performers and 
their agentic capabilities (English 2008b).  As a relational process, leadership like dance reveals 
power relations as ‘gender roles and rules of acceptable social behaviour are defined’ (Phillips-
Fein 2007: 419). However, it is not only gender roles where different power differentials may be 
evident.   
Performance for artists, such as dancers, relies on their ability to see and interpret then to 
act upon that (Adler 2011). The same applies to leadership where leaders see or read situations, 
events and challenges (English 2008b). Seeing allows dancers and leaders to read situations as 
well as envision new possibilities and to ask what is and what could be?   
Phillips-Fein (2007: 421) writes that ‘dance is a powerful tool for asking questions about 
the world, connecting people, reflecting and discussing political viewpoints, and awakening 
personal change’. The same could be said of leadership: it is a powerful tool that operates in 
relation to others, it supports or resists the social order and it can awaken personal as well as 
collective change.  
Leadership is a universal experience (English 2008b) just as dance is universal (Walker 
and Walker 1997). Yet, leadership and dance do not take place within a vacuum; both are 
products of the wider context and need to be understood within that context.  Thus, leadership 
and dance both reflect the language and culture from which they have emerged where the 
leader’s and dancer’s beliefs, values and intentions can be understood.  Even though individuals 
within particular cultures or contexts are likely to construct similar interpretations of dance (or 
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leadership), ‘interpretations arise from the situated perspectives and embodied experiences of the 
interpreter’ (Dyer 2009: 116).    
Bates (2006: 205) comments that many leadership roles involve such aspects as 
‘imagination (visionary), representation (symbolist), production (potter), celebration (poet) and 
performance (actor)’ and that these are essentially aesthetic in nature. 
For example, while the aesthetic value of ‘grace’ in dance is culturally defined, a viewer 
who acknowledges a graceful movement does so based on his or her previous personal or 
communal experiences of what constitutes grace (Dyer 2009).  The same notion could be applied 
to ‘grace’ within leadership where grace might mean decency, charm, kindness or a ‘refined 
style’ (Dyer 2009: 115) but what constitutes grace may not necessarily be shared by two people 
from the same culture.     
Value judgments that constitute aesthetic values are also influenced by hegemonic 
viewpoints of society as well as viewpoints that challenge orthodoxy (Dyer 2009).  Dyer gives 
the example of modern dance pioneers who in the mid twentieth century questioned the 
conventional aesthetics of classical ballet. These dancers viewed the ethereal romantic 
movements of classical ballet as ‘repugnant’.  They sought, therefore, to create a new language 
and vocabulary of modern dance that moved away from ‘light, free flowing, arcing movement 
pathways’ (Dyer 2009: 116).  Cohen (1983: 16) described the development of modern dance in 
Europe and the United States as ‘more than a mere change of style; such a development 
constituted nothing less than a revolution in the conception of theatre dance’.   
Another example was the introduction of social /couple dances such as the waltz 
(introduced in the early 19th century), ‘animal dances’ (such as the turkey trot, grizzly bear, and 
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bunny hug) and the tango (both of which were introduced in the later part of the 19th century and 
early 20th century) across Europe, the US and other countries in the world (Knowles 2009).  
These three styles of dances caused outrage and scandal when they were introduced because of 
the closeness of the embrace, and because they challenged the prevailing social climate of the 
day, yet in time these dances became more acceptable and even mainstream. All of these dances 
had both supporters and detractors.  As an illustration, those who condemned animal dances saw 
them as immoral and savage while others viewed them as ugly because of the close jigging about 
(Knowles 2009). The tango caused a commotion because of its sensuality and because of its 
association with prostitute s and brothels.  Not surprisingly, the turkey trot and the tango were 
banned in many countries in Europe and the US during the first part of the 20th century (Knowles 
2009). While the bans were an attempt to maintain the status quo, their ‘taboo status’ enabled 
them to have lasting reform (Knowles 2009). 
In recent times, ‘postmodern dance has challenged definitions of femininity and beauty to 
embrace a broader range of aesthetic movement choices’ (Dyer 2009: 116).  This type of dance 
has moved away from ballet where men support and lift women, to a style of dancing where 
there are no specific gender roles or parts.   
Feminism and critical theory have worked at de-centering gender in the larger society and 
gender hegemony in educational leadership specifically by Shakeshaft (1989, 2011) and Blount 
(1998). However, postmodern criticism is opposed to all metanarratives including those which 
take the place of gender or other forms of social hegemony. All metanarratives create centers and 
margins and the postmodernist is very concerned with the preunderstood world which is the 
essence of consciousness. This is a kind of ‘pre-scientific’ set of presuppositions that even 
science and scientific inquiry fail to take account. So the postmodern position is genderless 
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because gender is not centered and therefore whatever the ‘other’ happens to be (male or female 
if a binary) cannot be marginalized. Postmodernism is anti-metanarrative, no matter its source. In 
the words of Lyotard (1997: xxiv), the postmodernist adopts a perspective of ‘an incredulity 
toward metanarratives’.  
 
In both the 20th and 21st century, dance has also been used to make political statements to 
question particular directions within society. Here Phillips-Fein (2007) refers to anti-war 
choreography and dances that have been developed with strong social messages around 
contemporary themes such as race, gay/lesbian/bisexual identities.  Other examples can be 
understood in terms of the way that dance has been used in the disability rights movement where 
differently abled dancers perform in professional companies (such as Axis, Dancing Wheels, see 
Male 2005) and push the boundaries about what constitutes dance and movement.  Such 
companies challenge notions of normalcy through their inclusion of both abled and disabled 
dancers by disrupting ‘the conventional voyeuristic pleasures inherent in watching most dancers’ 
(Albright 2001: 57).  
Albright (2001: 57) claims that ‘western theatrical dance has traditionally been structured 
by an exclusionary mindset that projects a very narrow vision of a dancer as white, female, thin, 
long-limbed, flexible, heterosexual, and able-bodied’.  In her work she challenges the binaries 
between fit and frail, beautiful and ugly, abled and disabled and by doing so provokes a different 
dialogue about what dance is and what type of body dancers can have.  Her position is one that 
questions the elitism inherent in formal dance. Her claim is that all persons can dance.  
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Just as classical ballet and contemporary western dance have been shaped by important 
political and philosophical movements in history such as the Renaissance, the Enlightenment,  
modernism (Homans 2010) and postmodernism, so too has the field of leadership studies been 
impacted upon by significant historical movements, events and philosophies.   As a way of 
identifying some of these significant influences, English (2008b: 145-147) refers to ‘foundational 
writings or ‘texts’ that have informed leadership studies. He gives example of texts that fit within 
three broad epochs: pre-modern, modern, and postmodern. All of these epochs are said to be 
influential today and their texts continue to influence thinking in the field.   
According to English (2008b), the pre-modern epoch includes texts by Plutarch, 
Machiavelli and Shakespeare. English (2008b) says that the modern epoch was said to have 
arisen with the writing of Descartes who placed emphasis on human reason and saw that 
rationality paved the way to solve problems in society. It also encapsulated a variety of 
philosophical perspectives such as humanism, liberalism and the prominence of scientific 
thought.  Within the modernist epoch are sub-epochs such as pseudo scientific epoch (e.g. 
Taylor’s scientific management), behaviourism epoch (Simon’s behaviourism epoch), 
structuralism, feminist and critical theory epochs, critical race theory epoch and queer theory 
epoch (English 2008b).   
A number of the sub epochs within modernism, such as feminist and critical theory 
epochs, critical race theory epoch, and queer theory epoch, seek to challenge prevailing norms 
about the social construction of gender, sexuality and race. In the second part of the twentieth 
century within the field of western dance, there was also questioning of social issues relating to 
sexuality, ability and race where these themes were explored in dance performances (Phillips-
Fein 2007).  
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The third epoch according to English (2008b) is the postmodern. It posits there are no 
realities (truth) outside of a person’s language culture and experience.  For as Usher and Edwards 
(1994: 157) observe, ‘The rules of language games provide for a consensus on what is to be 
considered “true”, but cannot establish truth independent of language,’ or we would add culture 
or experience. Derrida (1993: 1) put it this way: 
By itself, the expression “limits of truth” can certainly be understood—
and this would be an indication—as the fact that the truth is precisely limited, 
finite, and confined within its borders. In sum, the truth is not everything, one 
would then say, for there is more, something else or something better: truth is 
finite.  
 
From this postmodern perspective reality is constructed, multidimensional, and multi-
theoretical’ (English 2008b: 159).  While postmodern perspectives have influenced the 
contemporary dance scene with challenges to the central core of what constitutes dance, English 
(2008b) claims that the postmodern epoch has yet to make its mark on leadership studies; it is 
still a new topic.   
Before leaving this discussion on significant epochs that have shaped the field of 
leadership, the final part of this discussion turns to the contribution of Thomas Greenfield who in 
the 1970s -1980s caused controversy in a previously stable field of educational administration.  
Greenfield questioned the dominant focus of the ‘new movement’, a scientific approach that 
developed general theories of human behaviour.  This new movement advocated science as ‘an 
abstract, mathematically expressed theory that was held by its proponents to be the highest form 
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of scientific knowledge’ (Greenfield and Ribbins 1993: 144).  The belief was that this theory if 
followed by school administrators would enable them to create control and order over their 
organisations.  Greenfield critiqued the new movement and put forward a ‘subjectivist’ 
perspective (Gronn 1984:18) that highlighted human intention, will, passion and commitment 
and at the same time acknowledged that leadership is a moral endeavour (Greenfield and Ribbins 
1993). His contribution to thinking in the field transformed the field completely. As with the 
waltz and other social dances of the early 20th century, Greenfield’s subjectivist perspective had 
both supporters and detractors and it was not until some years’ later that his ideas became more 
widely accepted.     
The aforementioned discussion has demonstrated a number of parallels between dance 
and leadership. The next section refers to five perennial tensions that are inherent in both types 
of performance.  These are presented to illustrate the point that both leadership and dance are 
complex, dynamic and performance based processes.    
Discipline vs Passion.  The definition of discipline used here is a set of controlled 
behaviours, techniques or rules that govern practice. Discipline is said to be part of the 
preparation and training of the arts.  For example, classical ballet has been described as ‘hard 
science with demonstrable physical facts’ (Homans 2010: xv) since it involves mastering 
complex techniques, steps, and performing them over and over. The discipline to learn this type 
of formal dance has been described as one of ‘strict obedience and respect’ (Homans 2010: xix) 
handed down from one generation to another.  Yet even within ballet which relies heavily on 
technique is the need for passion to enliven the dance.  As McKayle, a choreographer, says (1966: 
55) ‘if an artist is to bring anything of value to his [sic] work, he must seek inspiration outside of 
the narrow confines of the technique of his craft’.  
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Educational leaders are required to learn techniques and skills which they do from formal 
institutions of learning and from other avenues. Yet being an effective leader by demonstrating a 
repertoire of techniques and skills constitutes only part of the picture as leadership is a moral, 
cultural and educational endeavour.  Like dancing, leadership brings together not only discipline 
and the ritual within the practice, but also the senses, feelings and the emotional aspects of the 
performance including passion.  
Passion is often pitted against discipline where passion is described as intensity, emotion, 
and feeling that can overcome, overwhelm or inspire a dancer or a leader. It has also been 
described as an ‘unequalled source of energy’ (Kane in Sugrue 2005a:15).  Passion is often 
viewed as residing within artists more so than leaders (Adler 2011) although in recent years, 
passion has been identified as a central element of the work of educational leaders (see Sugrue 
2005b).   
Both discipline and passion in performance are said to constitute dance and leadership.  
Barenboim (2009: 20-21) says that ‘what is the most difficult lesson for the human being is 
learning to live with discipline yet with passions, with freedom yet with order’.  This can be 
understood in the example of school leaders who may find it challenging to sustain their passion 
for education when they work in a climate of imposed order, increasing accountability, 
prescription, and financial constraints. The same could be said of professional dancers who may 
find themselves stymied by the discipline, the genre of dance, or rigid choreographers. In more 
recent years, there has also been reduced government funding for professional dance companies 
in the United States (Albright 1997: xv) and in Australia (Sietsma in Cranston and Ehrich 2007) 
that has no doubt caused performers to despair about earning a living through their art.   
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Tradition vs Innovation. In life as in art, there has been always been a tension between 
tradition and innovation; preserving the traditions of the past or charting new frontiers.  In some 
cases, traditions have been kept but styles have been reworked so there has been refinement 
rather than a complete departure point. As an example, the history of classical ballet can be 
traced to the sixteenth century Europe, yet it took shape and changed its style during various 
periods throughout history (Homans 2010).   Classical ballet changed ‘from an aristocratic court 
art to one which captured a new bourgeois ethic; from pomp and ceremony to the inner world of 
dreams ... from Nijinksy to Fonteyn’ (Homans 2010: 547-548). Such shifts have given classical 
ballet its scope and range (Homans 2010).    
However, it was the birth of modern dance in the early part of the 20th century that 
represented a significant shift away from the formality of classical dance and dancers such as 
Martha Graham and Isadora Duncan led the field by creating a whole new language of dance 
within the modern dance genre. The emergence of animal dances and the tango in a number of 
countries across the world in the late 19th and early 20th centuries also revealed a completely new 
style of dance that challenged the prevailing norms about appropriate social conduct.  As 
discussed earlier, just as there have been challenges to what constitutes appropriate styles of 
dance, there have been challenges to what constitutes appropriate ways of thinking about 
leadership (English 2008b, Gronn 1984)  
Status Quo vs Social Change.  In considering this tension, the question of purpose 
becomes important to consider. What is the purpose of dance? What is the purpose of leadership? 
Should these cultural practices reflect the status quo or can they through their enactment 
contribute to transformation and social change?  Classical ballet is very much steeped in tradition 
and convention.  More contemporary dance has sought to challenge the status quo by questioning 
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the assumptions on which dance is based. However as Redfern (1983: 35) says, ‘no individual 
can ever be entirely independent of the standards of the culture to which he [sic] belongs. The 
most “free thinking” radical is radical only in the light of what is generally accepted; 
revolutionaries and innovators have to be familiar with certain norms in order to revolt against 
them’.  In other words, innovation is not possible without a tradition to challenge. 
We have argued elsewhere (English and Ehrich 2011) that formal school leaders, due to 
their position, tend to be defenders of the orthodoxy or the status quo.  This is understandable as 
schools are reflective of society and are essentially conservative institutions that have been 
designed to reinforce the existing social order.  School leaders may be unlikely to pursue radical 
change that ‘rocks the boat’ if it means risking their job security or promotional prospects 
(English 2008b: 18).  The dilemma becomes one of choosing a course of action that fits 
somewhere on a continuum between preserving the organisation and engaging in change.  
English (2008b: 18) concludes that most reforms or changes that occur in schools today take 
place ‘within existing school boundaries and alterations of internal school operations’ where 
such reforms do not challenge basic assumptions about the role of schooling.  These can be seen 
as ‘refinements’ rather than ‘reforms’ (English 2008b).  There are also leaders referred to as 
‘tempered radicals’ who actively engage in questioning and changing rules and norms in a 
progressive way (English 2008b). The school leadership literature is almost silent regarding 
leaders who engage in conflict strategies to bring about widespread reform (English and Ehrich 
2011).   
As Sugrue (2005a: 20) says, ‘[s]chool leaders are positioned centrally in the intersection 
of continuity and change, where they are required to find continuity and stability to “keep a 
particular narrative going” while simultaneously devising alternative scripts both for their 
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professionals selves and the communities in which they toil’. We would argue that 
acknowledging such scripts need to be written and then rewriting them is central challenge for 
artful leadership. Following Phillips-Fein’s (2007: 419), we see that dance (as well as leadership) 
has the potential to contribute to ‘social change, civic engagement and activism in multiple 
ways’. 
Mind vs Body.  During the history of western civilization, starting with the Platonic 
Tradition, and moving into the 17th century with philosophy of Descartes through to the early 
20th century with writing by Freud, the body-mind dualism was established, relegating the body 
to a secondary position after the mind (Dale, Hyatt and Hollerman 2007).  The early Christian 
church also sought to distinguish between mind and body where the mind was elevated and body 
viewed as the ‘seat of sin’.  Not surprisingly, since early times and into the twentieth century, 
members of the Christian faith have spoken out against the grave dangers of dance, particularly 
couple dances (Knowles, 2008).  Even in some anarchist circles in the 19th century, dance was 
viewed as unacceptable behavior and unbefitting of anarchists true to the cause.  An illustration 
of this is provided by Gornick (2011), biographer of the well-known Russian anarchist, Emma 
Goldman, who tells of an incident where Goldman, as a young woman, was dancing very 
enthusiastically at an anarchist party.   A comrade insisted she stop as her behavior was seen as 
frivolous. To this Goldman replied, ‘If I can’t dance … I’m not coming to your revolution’ (p. 4).  
Unlike some of her comrades, she had no difficulty reconciling the serious work of the 
revolution with her sensuous nature that found a great outlet in dance (Gornick 2011) 
In the world of dance there has been a strong challenge to this mind-body dualism that 
recognises the mind (not the body) as the placeholder of knowledge. A counter-argument is that 
the body has knowledge that includes emotions, intuition and physical skills (Phillips-Fein 2007: 
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419), and these types of knowledge are no less important than scientific forms of knowledge.   
Feminist dances scholars have sought to reinstate the importance of the body, in particular 
women’s bodies and have theorised the body utilising post-modern insights (Albright 1997).  
Similarly, the tradition of educational leadership (or administration) is one that is based 
on the Cartesian dualism of modernistic science where intellect or the rational mind has pre-
eminence (English 1998).  Leadership studies elevate ‘mental mastery’ or the rational intellect 
over bodily performance (Sinclair 2005: 390).  Indeed, writers in the field of leadership studies 
(see Letiche n.d., Sinclair 2005) have argued that the ‘body’ or ‘body theorizing’ is almost absent 
from its discussions.   
As in dance, writers utilising post-modern insights in leadership have endeavoured to 
equalise the scales (heavily tipped on the side of the mind) by affording attention to the body and 
body performance.  Of interest to this paper is Sinclair’s notion of leadership as a bodily physical 
performance. She (2005: 391) refers to ‘physical bodies, the movements they make and voices 
which emanate from them, as well as representations of those bodies … [including]  … stature, 
stance and posture, voice, gestures, appearance and costume’. She highlights that all bodies are 
gendered and racialised and either or both of these dimensions provide possibilities and 
constraints for performance since power is embedded in bodies (Haroway in Sinclair 2005: 388).  
Bodies, in leadership, therefore can be construed as important sites in the construction of 
different types of leadership knowledge. 
Hierarchy Vs Democracy. Classical ballet has been viewed as an elite type of artistry 
because it involves specialist training, it is exclusive, and highly competitive.  Within a ballet 
company there is usually a director (choreographer), soloists / principal performers and the ballet 
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company that comprises the rest of the dancers. Within the company there is a hierarchy between 
the choreographer and the dancers where the choreographer usually creates the dance and directs 
the dancers to perform in line with his or her vision. Moreover, there is a hierarchy between and 
among the dancers, i.e. between soloists/principal dancers and the rest of the company.  Soloists 
or principal dancers are those dancers who are promoted primarily to their posts based on their 
outstanding talent and ability. Thus they tend to be given more prestigious roles to perform than 
their peers.  
Like classical ballet, leadership has also been viewed as elitist and studies have tended to 
separate leaders from followers and privilege leaders over followers (Collinson 2005).  As with 
the dance literature, a number of writers have questioned the leader-follower binary and sought 
to put forward leadership theories and perspectives that challenge this type of thinking. For 
example, distributed leadership is deemed to be an alternative view of leadership as it sees 
leadership as being shared or distributed amongst members of the group and not in the hands of 
one person such as the leader (Gronn 2002).  According to this perspective, leadership is multi-
directional, fluid and interactional.  A Sugrue (2009) says, distributed leadership detracts 
attention from one leader and puts the spotlight on another or others and their agency.  
We concur with Schutz and Sandy (2011: 204) who claim that ‘visions of egalitarian 
democracy are always in tension with conceptions of strong leadership’.  Both in dance and in 
leadership there exists the tension between strong leaders (who may occupy formal or informal 
roles) and followers based on who has the power, desire, expertise or authority to lead.  A 
democratic approach would see all participants as staking a claim in making decisions and 
exercising choice whereas strong leaders would be those actors who would make decisions and 
steer the cause of the enterprise.  Yet within the tension is the notion that leadership is a 
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relational activity that cannot exist without followership and vice versa. Leaders and followers 
operate within a dialectic.   
Implications for school leadership and school leadership preparation 
In this articler we argued that leadership like dance comprises human and purposeful 
action that is contextually shaped, dynamic and performance based. We see the benefits of 
employing the leadership as dance metaphor as one which forces those considering leadership to 
re-conceptualise it as a form of artistry and connoisseurship which is situationally distinctive and 
located within cultural and communication practices embedded in human emotionality. We 
contend that this is a powerful way to capture the non-quantifiable elements of leadership which 
we believe more fully illuminates its essential nature, especially as a form of tacit knowledge. 
Leadership as dance opens up possibilities to view it as an alternative language and by 
utilising a different language, new words and new worlds can be envisioned.  As Lakoff and 
Johnson (2003: 235) state, ‘metaphors are capable of creating new understandings and, therefore, 
new realities’. Improvisation, fluidity, its transitory nature, rhythm, imagination, grace and 
beauty are just some examples of words that could be used to explore and interpret educational 
leadership and leadership as performance. To these words we could add the body, rituals, passion 
and symbolism. All of these words can be understood within the context of leadership. 
We acknowledge that it is no easy feat to change the vocabulary when the dominant 
vocabulary is state and national standard ‘speak’ contextualised in behaviourism and where the 
technician is privileged over the artist. Yet history has shown us that the meanings of dance and 
leadership, both performance based social practices, are not static but constantly undergo change, 
refinement, and reinvention. Moreover, history has shown that different forms of dance and 
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leadership that have challenged (or outraged) the orthodoxy, in time, became acceptable and 
even part of the mainstream.  Thus styles of and approaches to leadership and dance ebb and 
flow depending on broader influences shaping the society and culture in which they are 
embedded. The implication of this point is the recognition that meanings are never constant; and 
that leadership can always be looked at anew. We would argue that to see with new eyes and to 
recognise the potentiality for a new way of understanding leadership is a starting point for 
building a future that does not replicate the past. As the insightful Oscar Wilde once said, it ‘is 
the mission of true art – to make us pause and look at a thing a second time’.  
 Koner’s (1966: 79) thoughts on the challenge that lies ahead for dancer-artists are 
relevant and therefore included here. She says:    
The artist has to search, to explore all the levels of human emotion and experience, to 
seek and know compassion earnestly, deeply. To distill this into the best possible 
conscious form that he [sic] is capable of and by so doing to share this experience with an 
audience, to illuminate and transcend a particular moment in time – this is the function of 
the artist. His aim is to reach men’s hearts, to reveal to them that they are more than they 
think they are, to strip away the layers of veneer so they can look at themselves and say: 
‘This is how I feel, this is how I think’. It is the artist’s duty to crack the shell and reach 
the kernel, giving from the inner being to the inner being. 
Her quote could easily be translated to school leaders as it speaks of the need for school 
leaders through their artful performance to be compassionate, fully cognisant of their human 
emotionality and experience, and to provide hope and humanity to the lives of others: students, 
teachers and others who constitute the theatre of schooling.  
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Our paper also raises a number of key implications for school leadership preparation 
programmes in universities. Three implications discussed here are (i) making space for 
alternative metaphors of leadership preparation programmes;  (ii) opportunities to understand 
leadership through alternative learning approaches; and (3) opportunities to engage in different 
types of leadership research.  
Making space for alternative metaphors of leadership preparation programmes  
Just as we need new metaphors for leadership (Greenfield and Ribbins 1993), we need 
new metaphors for school leadership programmes.  The basic criticism of the current dominance 
of science should be queried by asking,  
What represents the world and allows us to understand it? The claim of empiricist 
social science of course is that we can know reality only through its restricted 
rules. This is dangerously wrong in that its representations of the world are both 
limited and impoverished (Greenfield and Ribbins 1993: 255).  
Perhaps the need to bridge the false chasm between art and science is best illustrated by a story 
of a physician who was doing his hospital rounds and was attending to a Pueblo Indian priest 
who asked him, ‘Where did you learn to heal?’ The physician obligingly reeled off his medical 
credentials and education and where he did his internship to which the priest smiled and 
remarked, ‘Yes, but do you know how to dance? You must be able to dance if you are to heal 
people’ (Highwater 1990: 208). 
In discussing the challenge faced by dance educators in higher education, Dyer (2009: 
122) claims that dance will only be pushed forward ‘by creating spaces for dancers to discover 
who they are as artists, and individuals in relationship to both traditional and contemporary 
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bodies of work’.  Almost two decades ago, Greenfield (in Greenfield and Ribbins 1993: 258) 
said something similar when he claimed that university educators need to help school leaders to 
‘have a sense of history, of their own culture, of what is ultimately of value’.  He (1993: 257) 
went on to say that this can be achieved by assisting school administrators to have a better 
understanding of their experience and that ‘there is a role in training for the provision of 
information, concepts and theories. But I think the most valuable form of training begins in a 
setting of practice, where one has to balance values against constraints’.  
This challenge is even more important in the current climate of education where business 
and management language within leadership preparation programmes in many countries 
including the UK and US (Bolton and English 2010) is pervasive and where in the US, for 
example, university programmes must comply to a narrow technical knowledge base within the 
Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium or face closure (English 2008b). Yet artists, 
leaders, and those who are charged preparing school leaders via university preparation 
programmes, live and work within constraints. We would argue that they need to seek creative 
space for alternative seeing and doing.  
Opportunities to understand leadership through alternative learning approaches  
Related to the previous point is the idea that an important outcome of any formal 
programme of study for school leaders would be ‘to make them ... more human in any case, more 
thoughtful of their power, more aware of the values its serves or denies’ (Greenfield in 
Greenfield and Ribbins 1993: 257).  Greenfield and Ribbins (1993: 156) claim that fruitful 
leadership development would give school leaders ‘deeper insights into the nature of their craft – 
into its dilemmas and possibilities – through study of its realities and through reflection up them’.  
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In recent years, there have been concerted efforts by university academics to provide quality 
school leadership preparation programmes that enable school leaders to ‘reflect upon’ their daily 
realities and gain ‘deeper insights’ into their practice (see Brunner, Opsal and Oliva, 2006, 
English 2008b, Katz-Buonincontro and Phillips 2011). 
One innovative approach that has begun to receive some attention is the use of arts-based 
inquiry in school leadership university programmes (Jenlink 2011; Katz-Buonincontro and 
Phillips 2011). As an illustration, Katz-Buonincontro and Phillips (2011) discuss two case 
studies of school leadership programmes for doctoral students offered at two different US 
universities. In the first case study students were exposed to a variety of artistic experiences 
including reading stimulating literature, journal writing, and working with practising artists in 
drawing, pottery making and other activities. In the second case study, the school leaders worked 
with a team of improvisational actors to produce a series of role plays. From their study, Katz-
Buonincontro and Phillips (2011) conclude that arts based approaches have great potential to 
heighten school leaders’ perceptions and understandings about problems and thus consider new 
ways of acting and being.  
The work of Jenlink (2011) is worthy of attention as he has used educational poetics as 
part of his pedagogical repertoire for preparing school leaders undertaking doctoral studies at his 
university. Poetics is described as a process that enables students to develop deep sensitivity to 
democracy as well as an understanding of ‘how events, actions and the conduct of others can all 
express intellectual, aesthetic and moral meaning’ (Hansen 2004: 122 in Jenlink 2011: 3). An 
important part of Jenlink’s approach is the focus on aesthetic and literary works (ie. poetry, 
novels, films, songs) whereby students connect elements of the poetics to leadership theory and 
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practice. Based on three years’ of research, Jenlink (2011: 16) argues that it provides students of 
leadership with the tools required for ‘imagin[ing] alternative possible futures’. 
 
Another approach would be to provide learning opportunities for school leaders to 
understand the interactions between leadership decisions, life biographies, contexts, and culture.  
Reading biographies, autobiographies and life stories of leaders is one way this can be achieved 
(Shamir, Dayan-Horesh and Adler 2005).  For some years now, both authors of this paper have 
taught subjects in post-graduate programmes for school leaders in their respective universities in 
which reading biographies / autobiographies of leaders is a focus of the curriculum.  Writers in 
the field have also pointed out the value of using film (see English 2008b, Giroux 2002, Jenlink 
2011) because films ‘bring into immediate play the psychology of leadership and the connection 
between emotion, drama and decision-related situational content’ (English 2008b: x).   From our 
experience, engaging with biographies and stories of leaders provides rich and ample 
opportunities for issues of morality, social justice, human emotion, and human existence to be 
discussed, appreciated and understood.  This approach has proven itself to be a fertile field for 
discussion and debate regarding philosophical and practical issues in educational leadership.    
Moreover, we believe that preparation programmes ‘that challenge [school leaders] … to 
consider their identities, the political context within which they work, or the sociological nature 
of schooling and how it is structurally present in schools’ (Lumby and English 2010: 82) would 
be a rich addition to what is currently taught.  
Opportunities to engage in an alternative research agenda  
Our final point concerns research practice in leadership.  Maxcy (2006: 66) speaks of 
traditional research on leadership as ‘… the imposition of an Aristotelian philosophy of form on 
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what is essentially a process … we see the vast number of empirical studies of leadership not as 
exercises characterizing leading, but noting the features of leadership as a final form. Today’s 
theories, rather than taken to be transactions between human beings and their culture, are often 
cut into variables taken to be facts then judged in their enumeration. The final form is frequently 
a statistical table!’  As we have attempted to do in this paper, applying the metaphor of 
leadership as dance moves it from being the final form as represented by learning outcomes so 
dominant in economic models, to a process of looking anew at leadership within schooling 
settings.   
Our suggestion is for an alternative research agenda for leadership: one that includes ‘the 
range of human emotional and value orientation, context sensitivity, and inclusion of the moral 
function’ (English 2008a: 47) in leadership activities.  Brown (1977) has written about the 
aesthetic dimension of sociological knowledge. He proposes uniting art and science within a 
unitary framework employing ‘artistic structures’ based on ‘cognitive aesthetics’. This is 
possible because the social sciences ‘are permeated with metaphorical usages’ and that the 
‘failure to recognize the metaphorical character of so-called scientific language leads one to 
mistake the proper metaphorical nature of theories, models and representations’ (p. 102). English 
(2008a: 46-48) has proposed a ‘zone of transference’ between what has been considered science 
and artistic structures and located seminal works in educational leadership in this zone as 
examples of the kind of research and inquiry that is likely to lead to new discoveries, precisely 
the kind of connoisseurship discussed and illustrated by Polyani (Prosch 1986:78). 
For those of us who work closely with school leaders in our capacity as advisors / 
supervisors of their doctoral research, we are in a good position to invite our students to consider 
alternative research agendas that utilise different types of inquiry that draw upon aesthetics, the 
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humanities and the arts for inspiration.  These will also involve a much broader base of readings 
and include biography, life stories, portraits, memoirs and prosopography (English 2006). The 
increasing use of film as a method to show context and it impact on decision making is also 
possible (English and Steffy 1997).We believe it is these alternative pedagogical and research 
approaches that hold much promise for broadening our understanding and our students’ 
understanding of leadership in contemporary times.  
Conclusion  
This article explored the metaphor of leadership as dance in an attempt to look at 
leadership with fresh eyes. A central platform of our argument was that leadership is more than 
simply a set of techniques or skills that can be learned; rather, it is a type of nuanced artistic 
bodily performance that requires leaders to acknowledge themselves as emotional, intuitive, and 
ethical actors. An important contribution of this article was a conceptual model of leadership as 
dance that drew inspiration from a variety of sources including aesthetics, the arts, dance studies 
and leadership studies. The final part of the article provided a way forward for those charged 
with preparing school leaders as it identified a number of important implications for school 
preparation. The challenge we presented is that as professors who prepare school leaders for 
leadership positions, it is encumbent upon us to make space for alternative metaphors in our 
program curricula and to provide students with opportunities to learn and research about 
leadership in new and imaginative ways. Not to do so might be construed as  ‘sitting out the 
dance’.  
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